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BLOW-UP OF Hx SOLUTIONS FOR THE

ONE-DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION
WITH CRITICAL POWER NONLINEARITY

TAKAYOSHI OGAWA AND YOSHIO TSUTSUMI

(Communicated by George C. Papanicolaou)

Abstract. We investigate the blow-up of solutions in H (R) with negative

energy for the one-dimensional nonlinear Schrödinger equation with critical

power nonlinearity:

4
iu, = -uxx - \u\ u,        t > 0, x e R,

u(0, x) = u0(x),        xeR.

In our result we remove the weight condition xuQ EL (R), which was always

assumed to show the blow-up of solutions in the previous papers.

1. Introduction and a theorem

In the present paper we consider the blow-up problem of solutions for the one-

dimensional nonlinear Schrödinger equation with critical power nonlinearity:

(1.1) i^ = -D2u-\u\4u,        t>0, xeR,

(1.2) w(0, x) = u0(x),

where D denotes d/dx.

When the nonlinear term is -\u\p~ u, it is well known that if p < 5 all the

solutions in H (R) exist globally in time, and that if p > 5 there exist blow-

up solutions for certain initial data (see Glassey [5] and M. Tsutsumi [19]).

Accordingly, the power of 5 is called the critical power. Equation (1.1) is of

physical interest because it describes the collapse of a plane plasma soliton (see

[3]). Recently, many mathematicians have been studying the behavior of blow-

up solutions near blow-up time for (1.1)—(1.2) (see [2], [8], [9], [1 i]—[15], [18],

and [20]-[23]). Most of these results are considered in the framework of Hx (R).
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Nevertheless, the blow-up of solutions for (1.1)-(1.2) has been proved only in

the framework of H (R) n L (R; |x| dx). The proofs in the previous papers

are based on the pseudoconformal conservation law, which is satisfied by the

solution in HX(R) n L2(R; \x\2dx) (see [4], [5], and [19]). When we consider

the existence or nonexistence of global solutions for (1.1)-(1.2), H (R) seems

to be more natural than HX(R) n L2(R; \x\2dx). In [16] the authors showed

that if the spatial dimensions N > 2 and the nonlinear term is -\u\p~xu for

1+4/N <p < min{5, (TV+2)/(N-2)} , then all the radially symmetric solutions

in H (R ) of (1.1)—(1.2) with negative energy must blow up in finite time. In

the above direction, this is an improvement of the results due to Glassey [5]

and M. Tsutsumi [ 19] for the radially symmetric solution.

However, the proof in [16] is based on the decay property of the radially

symmetric function; that is, if v(x) = v(\x\), v e HX(RN) and TV > 2, v(x)

decays like |x| ~ as \x\ —* oo. Therefore, the proof in [16] is not directly

applicable to the one-dimensional case. But, fortunately (1.1) has one more

symmetry than the supercritical case (see, e.g., [15] and [22]). Combining the

proof in [16] and the scaling argument, we can drop the weight restriction of

L2(R; |jc|2ú?jc) for (1.1)—(1.2). We then have the following theorem:

Theorem. Assume that uQe H (R) and that

E(uQ) = \\Du0\\2L2 ~ ±\\u0\\6L* <0.

Then, the solution u(t) in HX(R) of (l.l)-(l.2) blows up in finite time; that is,

for some finite T > 0,

\\Du(t)\\Li - oo       (i-T).

Remark. (1) The unique local existence theorem in ZZ'(R) for (1.1 )—( 1.2) is

already established: If u0 e H (R), then there exists a unique solution u(t)

of (1.1 )-( 1.2) in C([0, T);HX(R)) for some T > 0, and u(t) satisfies two

conservation laws of the L   norm and the energy

(1.3) II"(0IIí,' = KIIl2>
(1.4) E(u(t)) = E(u0),

for 0 < t < T. Moreover, T = oo or T < oo and ||Z)w(i)||L2 —> oo (t —> T).

For the details, see, e.g., Ginibre and Velo [4], Kato [6], and Cazenave and

Weissler [1].

(2) If E(uQ) > 0, then the solution in ZZ'(R) of (1.1)—(1.2) does not always

blow up in finite time. It is known that there exists a standing-wave solution

with E(u0) = 0 (see, e.g., Weinstein [21], [22] and Strauss [17], [18]).

(3) In the above theorem, the weight condition xu0 e L (R) is not needed,

which is suggested through the numerical computation (see [9, §5]).

(4) The proofs of blow-up in [5] and [19] give the upper bound of the blow-up

time depending on HMqU^i , E(u0), and ||xw0||L2. That upper bound goes to
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infinity as ||xm0||L2 —> oo . However, our proof of the theorem gives the upper

bound of the blow-up time depending on ||«0||ffL, E(u0) and the distribution of

the initial L2 density, which is finite even for the initial data u0 with ||xw0||L2 =

CO .

Our plan in this paper is as follows. In §2 we prepare three lemmas needed

for the proof of the theorem. In §3 we give the proof of the theorem.

We conclude this section by giving several notations. Throughout this paper

we omit the integral region, when it is the whole real line R. We abbreviate

L9(R) and Hm(R) to L" and Hm, respectively. We denote the Lq norm by

|| • \\q . Let Wm'°° = {/ e L°° ; Djf e L°° , 1 < j < m} for a positive integer

m . For z e C we denote the complex conjugate of z by z.

2. Lemmas

In this section we give three lemmas needed for the proof of the theorem.

The first is a variant of the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality.

Lemma 2.1. Let u e Hx, and let p be a real-valued function in W '°°. Then,

for any r > 0, we have

n   , ll/>"lli~(W>r) < IMlI'flW2|l'2i)Ml,£2<W>')
\       ) 2 1/2

+ WUDP   L>(\X\>r)]       ■

Proof. It suffices to show Lemma 2.1 for u e C^°(R). Lemma 2.1 for the

general case can be proved by using the standard regularizing argument. For

x > r, we have

\u(x)\2p(x)2 = - l°° D(\u(y)\2p(y)2) dy

(2-2) f°°       2 2 I00      2
<        \u\2\Dp2\dy + 2       \pzuDu\dy.

For x < -r, we also have

(2.3) \u(x)\2p(x)2 < 2 f    \p2uDu\dy+ f    |m|2|ZVVv.
J— oo J—oo

Combining (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain

2 2 f 2 f 2       2
\u(x)\ p(x)  <2 /      \p uDu\dy+ /      \u Dp \dy

J\x\>r J\x\>r

Z WU\\LH\x\>rP\\P2DuWû(\x\>r) + WuDp\\\x\>r)h

which completes the proof.   Q.E.D.

The following lemma is a generalization of the identities obtained by Glassey

[5] (see also Lin and Strauss [10] and Kavian [8]).
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Lemma 2.2. Let 0< T < oo, u(t) be a solution of(1.!)-(! .2) in C([0, T);HX),

and cp be a real-valued function in W • °° with compact support. We put

<P(x) = Jq cp(y) dy. Then we have

- Im / cpu(t)Dü(t)dx + Im / tpu0Dü0dx

(2.4) = /  i2 ( Dcp\Du(s)\2 dx-^ ( Dcp\u(s)f dx

- -z / D <p\u(s)\ dx   ds,

(2.5) / 0|w(/)|2 dx -     $>\u0\2dx -2     Im / cpu(s)Dü(s) dx ds

for 0<t<T.

Proof. We briefly state the formal calculations of the proof. For the details, see

[16, Lemma 2.2 and (4.9)] (see also Kavian [8, Lemma 2.9]).

Let u(t, x) be a smooth solution of (1.1 )—( 1.2).  We first show (2.4).  We

multiply (1.1) by cpDu and take the real part to obtain

(2.6)

d_
dt

Im / cpu(t)Du(t)dx - Im / Dcpu(t)ut(t)dx

= iDcp\Du(t)\2dx + }- ÍDtp\u(t)\6dx.

We next multiply the complex conjugate of ( 1.1 ) by Dcpu and take the real part

to obtain

(2.7)

Im ÍDcpu(t)ût(t)dx=   (Dtp\Du(t)\2 dx - ÍD<p\u(t)f dx

-)¿j rfcp\u(t)\2dx.

(2.6) and (2.7) give us (2.4).

We next multiply the complex conjugate of (1.1) by Q>u and take the imagi-

nary part to obtain (2.5).   Q.E.D.

We conclude this section by giving the following lemma:

Lemma 2.3. Let v(x) be in L . We define R(x) by

R(x) = ilxl>    |X|<1'
I 1,      |x| >1.

_i j'y
We put ve(x) .= e   ' v(x/e), for e > 0.  Then, for any ô > 0, there exists an

e0 > 0 such that \\Rve\\2 < S for 0 < e < e0.

Proof. For any a > 0, there exists an r > 0 such that  IMIL2(|Xj>r) < ja.
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Therefore, if we choose e0 = min{á(2r||u||2)    , 1/r} , then we have

\\Rve\\A(\x\>er) $ Hh^x^ar) =

WRve\\A(\x\<er) = \\XVe\\û(\X\<er)

<er\\v\\2 < \S,

^ erWVe\\û(\x\<tr)

for 0 < e < en . These complete the proof of Lemma 2.3.   Q.E.D.

3. Proof of theorem

In this section we prove the theorem. For that purpose, we first show that

if -E(u0) is large and ||w0||L2(W>1) is sma11 (but IKHi2(|x|<i) may be lar8e)>

then ||m(0IIl2(U|>i) is small for all i>0,thatis, u(t) is localized around the

origin, as long as u(t) exists. Roughly speaking, this fact implies that under

the above conditions the nonlinear effect is stronger than the dispersive effect.

This leads to the blow-up of solutions. We next extend this result to the general

initial data with negative energy by the scaling argument. Since (1.1) has the

critical power nonlinearity, the solution u(t) of (1.1) has the following scaling

invariance. If we put

(3.1) ue(t,x) = e'x/2u(t/e2,x/e)

for e > 0, then ue(t, x) also satisfies (1.1) with initial data u0e(x) = e~!'

x u0(x/e). For any initial data u0 with negative energy, we can choose e > 0

so small that -E(uQe) is sufficiently large and I|WoeIIl2(m>i) is sufficiently small.

But we note that  ||«0J2 = Il"oII2 •   This observation enables us to prove the

blow-up of solutions for any initial data with negative energy.
3,oo

Let cp(r) be a real-valued function in W '     such that

(3.2) cp(x) = •

x, 0 < |x| < 1,

x-(x-l)3,        l + l/v/3>x>l,

-(l + l/VJ)<x<-l,

l + l/v/3< |*| < 2,

\x\ >2

We put <D(x) = ¡Qtp(y)dy Let E0 =

x-(x + iy,

smooth,

I 0,

and tp'(x) < 0 for |jc| > 1 + l/y/J
E(u0).

Before we state the proof of the theorem, we show the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. Let 0 < T < oo and let u(t) be a solution o/(l.l)-(1.2) in

C([0, T);HX). Put a0 = (3/8)1/4 . If u(t) satisfies

(3-3) MOIL^d^o.        0<i<7\
then we have

- Im / cpu(t)Dü(t) dx + Im / cpu%nUUç.   ClX

(3.4)

where M

<

\D2cp\

2£0 + 4(l+M)2||Wo||26 + y||Mo||2

D + P>VlL.

/. 0<t<T,
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Proof. Since we have, by (1.4),

/      \Du(t)\2 dx = E0- f      \Du(t)\2 dx + \ I \u(t)f dx.
J\x\<i J\x\>i 3 y

we obtain by (2.4) and (3.2)

(3.5)

ds

- Im / cpu(t)Du(t)dx + Im / tpu0Du0dx

= f  Í2 f Dtp\Du(s)\2dx-l ÍDcp\u(s)f dx - ^ ÍD3cp\u(s)\2 dx

= [    2E0-2 [     (1 -Dcp)\Du(s)\2dx
JO J\x\>l

+ \[     (l-Dcp)\u(s)tdx-lr (rfcp\u(s)\2dx
J J\x\>l ¿ J

We choose p(x) = (1 - Dcp(x))      in Lemma 2.1, and use Lemma 2.1 and

Holder's inequality to obtain

jx^(l-D<p)\u\6dx < \\u\\2L2{lxi>x)\\pu\\4Loo{¡xl>x)

(3.6)
lL2(|x|>l) 2\\p du\\lhm>d+\\uL>p \y{\x(\x\>l)

^ Z\\uÙ(\x\>i)\\P2duW2l2(\x\>i) + 2llMllí2(|x|>i)HZ)/?2|lÍ-(W>i) •

On the other hand, we have by (3.2) and the definition of p that

\Dp(x)2\<V3\D(\x\-l)\ = V3

for 1 < \x\ < 1 + l/\fi>. For |*| > 1 + l/\/3 we also have

\Dp(x)2\ = \D(l-Dcp(x))XI2\

= \\(l-Dcp(x))-XI2D2cp(x)\ < ¿HD^IL < \M.

Accordingly, we have

(3.7) \Dp(x)2\<V3(l+M)
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for |jc| > 1. (3.6) and (3.7) give us

(3.8)

j^Jl-Dcp)\u\6dx < 8||W||l2(W>1)|b2Z>W||22(|;c|>1) + 6(l +M)2M\?M>iy

Since p(x)* = 1 - Dcp(x), (3.5) and (3.8) yield

(3.9)

- Im / cpu(t)Dü(t) dx + I <pu0Du0 dx

jM21?0-2{l -jMs)&{w>i)}fx>Q-*>*)\Ws)\2dx<
|x|;

M
ds.+ 4(1 + 7l/)2||M(5)||^(W>1) + y||«(í)|É2(W>1)

By (1.3), (3.3), and (3.9) we obtain (3.4).   Q.E.D.

Now we will prove the theorem.

Proof of theorem. We assume that the solution u(t) of ( 1.1 )—( 1.2) exists for all

/ > 0 and derive a contradiction. We divide the proof into two steps.

Step 1. In this step we assume that the initial data uQ satisfies

(3.10) n = -2E0 - 4(1 + M)2\\u0\f2 - y ||«0||2 > 0,

(3.11) V2^l<î>\u0\2dx^      (J||Z)Mo||2+l)      <l-aQ,

where M and a0 are defined as in Proposition 3.1.

We first show that if the initial data u0 satisfies (3.10) and (3.11), then u(t)

satisfies (3.3) for all t > 0. We prove this by contradiction. Since n > 0 and

1 < 2<&(x) for |jc| > 1, we have by (3.11)

(3-12) KlUivi.n < lao*0Hi/(|x|>l) - 2"0'

We define T0 as follows:

ro = sup{/>0; ||«(j)||L2(W>1)<ao' ^<s<t}.

By (3.12) and the continuity in L2 of u(t), we note that TQ> 0. If TQ = oo,

then the desired conclusion holds. Suppose that T0 < oo . By the continuity in

L2 of u(t), we have

(3-13) H"(ro)llL2(|x|>i)=ao-

On the other hand,  u(t) satisfies all the assumptions in Proposition 3.1 on

[0, T0). Therefore, by (2.5), (3.10), and Proposition 3.1 we have

(3.14)

[®\u(t)\2dx< jO\u0\2dx-2tlm Í <pu0DTi0dx - nt2,       0<t<T0.
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(3.14) and (3.10) yield

(3.15)

/ <P|w(i)l dx= - r¡ ( t + - Im / cpu0DüQ dx 1

+ - (Im / tpu0Dü0dx\   + / <P|w0| dx

< ^\\cf>u0\\22\\Du0\\22 + I ^0\2 dx,        0<t<T0.

Noting that cp2 < 2<D, we obtain by (3.15)

(3.16) (<&\u(t)\2dx < (-\\DuQ\\22 + l) [<&\u0\2dx,        0 < t < T(

0<t<T0.

0'

Since 1 < 2®(x) for |x| > 1 , (3.11) and (3.16) show

/    f \1/2     1
H"(')IIl2(|x|>i) ^ [2J ®\u(t)\2dx)     < ^a0,

This and the continuity in L2 of u(t) give us

HM(r0)llL2(|x|>l)^3a0'

which is a contradiction of (3.13). Thus, if the initial data u0 satisfies (3.10)

and (3.11), then u(t) satisfies (3.3) for all t > 0.

Therefore, since all the assumptions in Proposition 3.1 hold with T = oo,

u(t) satisfies (3.14) with T0 = oo ; that is, for all t > 0.  (3.14) implies that
■y

jQ>\u(t)\ dx becomes negative in finite time. This is a contradiction, because

<P(x) > 0 except when x = 0. Hence, if the initial data w0 satisfies (3.10) and

(3.11), then u(i) must blow up in finite time.

Step 2. In this step we prove the theorem for all the initial data with negative

energy. For that purpose, we show that the scaling (3.1) transforms all the initial

data with negative energy into the initial data satisfying (3.10) and (3.11). If

we show this, then the proof of the theorem for the general case can be reduced

to Step 1, since (1.1) is invariant under (3.1).

Let uE(t, x) be defined as in (3.1). We put w0£ = e~x/2u0(x/e). Then ue(t)

is also a solution of (1.1) with u£(0) = u0e in C([0, oo) ; Hx). Furthermore,

uAt) satisfies

(3.17) H"£(f)ll2 = IKj2 = KII2>

l0e)(3.18) E(u(t)) = E(u0e) = e 2E,

for t > 0.

Now we show that there exists an e > 0 such that

(3.19) % = -2E(u0e) - 4(1 + M)2\\u0f2 - f\\u0f2 > 0,

(3.20) V2^jo\u0fdx^     ^||Z)Mo£||2 + l)     <l-a0.
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If we choose e > 0 so that

2
(3.21) e   <-2Zs0  4(l+M)>0||2 + f||M|*0H2 -r   2  [|m-0||2

-1

then we have (3.19), by (3.17) and (3.18). Since \\Du0e\\22 = e 2||Z)«0||2, we

have by (3.17) and (3.18) that

-||Z)«0£||2<C0,        0<e<£l,

for some e, > 0, where C0 depends on ex but does not depend on e. On

the other hand, Lemma 2.3 shows that there exists an e2 > 0 such that e2 < e1

and

(3.22) Jtyujdx < 2\\Ru0f2 < i(C0 + l)"1^

for 0 < e < e2, where R is the function defined in Lemma 2.3. (3.22) assures

that (3.20) holds for 0 < e < e2. Therefore, if we choose e > 0 satisfying

(3.21) and e < e2, uQe satisfies (3.19) and (3.20).

Thus, we can reduce the proof of the theorem for the general case to Step 1,

when we consider ue(t, x) instead of u(t, x). This completes the proof of the

theorem.   Q.E.D.
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